A compromise never goes all the way - it stops in the middle. Take the rocker/camber trend. The skiing industry might be... Not Elan, who always walks the extra mile to deliver real benefits, without compromise to edge grip or easy turning.

**NO COMPROMISE BETWEEN ROCKER AND CAMBER**

As the name suggests, TBT bases are flat in the middle, but lifted in the inner and outer edges of the skis. This means... away unintentionally. This brings a more relaxed and safer ride. Excuse us the pun, but you’ll be puzzled by the Puzzle!

**TBT SKIING – TRIPLE BASE TECHNOLOGY**

Catch free edges for take offs and landings from rocker profile.

- **TBT**
  - Color: white/black
  - Size: 8-18
  - Type: Race Diagonal Teflon
  - Width: 110
  - Brand: Race Pro
  - Code: DB0224

- **EFS 18.0 WB**
  - Color: white/turquoise/silver
  - Size: 5-15
  - Type: Race Diagonal Teflon
  - Width: 110
  - Brand: Race Pro
  - Code: DB0226

- **ELX 14.0 WB**
  - Color: matt black/silver
  - Size: 4-14
  - Type: Full Diagonal ABS
  - Width: 110
  - Brand: Race Lite
  - Code: DB0228

- **ER 11.0 WB**
  - Color: matt black/silver
  - Size: 3-11
  - Type: Full Diagonal ABS
  - Width: 110
  - Brand: Race Lite
  - Code: DB0230

- **ER 11.0**
  - Color: solid black/smoke
  - Size: 3-10
  - Type: Full Diagonal Teflon
  - Width: 110
  - Brand: EL
  - Code: DB0235

The wide binding hold allows for better stability and it maximizes the force transition from boot to ski edge, maximizing edge grip, but at the same time allows a fast and dynamic transition from edge to edge.

**ELAN SKIS TECHNOLOGIES**

The integrated housing delivers a direct power transmission and connection with the system.

- **STABILITY**
  - The wide binding hold allows for better stability.

- **HEEL SUPPORT SIDEWALL**
  - For easy turn execution and better support throughout the turn.

- **FREEFLEX**
  - For better turn initiation.

- **EARLY RISE ROCKER**
  - Waves enable soft flex and great stability in the turn. Due to specific shape of the waves they make the ski thinner and lighter.

**FUSION SYSTEM**

Exceptional innovations make skiing light.

The brand new Fusion binding system is a remarkable upgrade to all the proven benefits of the previous versions: performance, easy handling, weight reduction. When combined, these benefits bring an energy boost to every skiing session, enabling skiers to save energy in between runs and use it on the slope, skiing better and skiing longer. The new Fusion, designed by the Porsche Design Studio, is featured in the WaveFlex Race, All Mountain and W Studio Series.

**LIFTED EDGES**

100% FLAT MIDDLE PART

**AMPHTIBIO TECHNOLOGY**

but have asked ourselves a basic question - how can we bring skiing closer to women and address the features that really make a difference? The solution was synthesized in one formula: Light skiing.

**LIGHTSKIING**

The new generation of skis, we did not only investigate how to make existing skis better,